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The virtual synchronous generator (VSG) concept is one of the promising solutions to facilitate the integration of the renewable
DG into microgrid. It consists in controlling the inverter-based DG to mimic synchronous machine characteristics leading to the
grid stability improvement in case of high penetration level of renewable energy into the microgrid. The line impedance in low
voltage and medium microgrids is present resistive or mixed resistive-inductive property. Therefore, the active and reactive
powers are nonlinear functions and strongly coupled, which result in poor dynamic performance even instability of the DG
based on conventional VSG control. To eliminate such coupling and enhance the stability and dynamic performance, a new
decoupled VSG is proposed based on the injection of two additional control signals to the control variables in transit steady
state, the expression of the control signals is obtained by applying a small signal approach. The proposed VSG control has been
implemented and compared to conventional one using Matlab/Simulink. Simulation results show a significant improvement in
the overshoot and setting time reduction 66.60 % and 99.55 %, respectively. Additionally, robustness results realized using a line
parameters variation confirm the effectiveness of the proposed VSG control.

1. INTRODUCTION
During last decades, distributed generation (DG) systems
based on renewable energy sources, such as wind turbines,
fuel cell and photovoltaic have been proposed for
overcoming the challenges of integrating renewable energy
sources into the existing micro-grid. Dc/ac power
electronics converter has been widely used to interface the
DGs based renewable energy sources and energy storage
system [1]. The penetration of power electronic converter
into the existing utility grid has been increased as the same
time of the renewable energy, Consequently, the rotating
inertia of the power system is reduced, which could cause a
stability problem. In recent years, many researchers have
focused their research toward the development of the
inverter-based DG control strategies to facilitate the
integration of the renewable energy to the main grid [2,4].
Traditionally, the control technique of the inverter-based
DG units are operated in current controlled mode, a phasedlocked-loop (PLL) is used to synchronous the inverter to
the utility grid, the inverter current is controlled to injected
predefined active and reactive powers into the grid [5].
However, this control technique has not the ability to
operate in islanding mode. Moreover, by applying such a
control strategy, the inverter cannot provide any inertia to
the power system. Consequently, the disturbances or
sudden changes in generation or loads can cause a stability
degradation of the power system with a high-level
penetration of the renewable energy [6, 3].
The droop control scheme and virtual synchronous
generator (VSG) control method are widely employed in
DG units due to their independent and wireless control [7–
10]. These control techniques can ensure both grids
connected and island modes operating of DG units. The
droop control scheme was originally proposed in [11,12]
for parallel uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems.
The injected active and reactive power regulation is
achieved by imitating static operation characteristics of
synchronous generators (SGs). However, droop control
scheme has no inertia support for the power system [13].
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Virtual synchronous generator known also as
synchronverters [10], it is an emerging novel concept to
handle stability issues of micro-grid with inverter-based
DG. This technique was introduced by [14]. The basic idea
of the VSG is to control in real time the DG inverter to
mimic the dynamic behaviour of synchronous generators,
the inertia characteristic emulated by the VSG contributes
to the total inertia of the grid. Consequently, the inverter
based DGs can directly participate in providing the required
frequency and voltage support for the microgrid. On the
other side, the VSG control technique and droop control
strategy have the same dynamic if an appropriate filter is
incorporated into a conventional droop control scheme [3].
DG units are commonly connected to the microgrid
through medium and low voltage line, where the line
impedance is not purely inductive, or the power angle is not
enough small. As result, a strong coupling between active
and reactive power is occurred when conventional control
methods are applying, such coupling could impact the
stability and dynamic performance of the power system
[15–18].
In the literature, several improved VSG and droop
control methods have been presented to addresses the
aforementioned challenges, which can be classified into
three categories:
• Virtual impedance method have been used to reduce the
influence of power coupling, it consists on adding an
appropriate virtual impedance to make the total line
impedance propriety mainly inductive. However, the
virtual impedance value is limited by the bus voltage
droop and stability of the micro-grid [19–22]. Improved
power decoupling can be obtained using a negative
resistance to contract the line resistance. Nevertheless,
the system could become instable if the line resistance
drafts, which limits its practical applications [22].
• Virtual frame transformation method is another way to
decouple between active and reactive power in presence
of a mixed line impedance, the decoupling is realised
through introducing orthogonal rotational matrix from
active reactive power to the modified active and reactive
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power, the matrix transformation is expressed in term of
the line impedance angle [23,24]. Although this method
can guarantee effective decoupling between active and
reactive power and improve the stability and transient
performance of the system, it cannot achieve complete
decoupling due to its sensitivity to the line impedance
angle value [16,25]. Moreover, for multiple DG units
with different line impedance angle, the reference frame
well be not the same and the references frame of the DG
units well be out the synchronism [26].
• Compensation based method was proposed in [27, 28],
it consists on injecting additional control signals to
reduce the influence of power coupling in micro-grids.
In [27] the decoupling is realised by means of tow
auxiliary control signals; these signals are calculated
based on an online parameter identification algorithm.
The main problem of this approach is that the dynamic
performance depends on speed adaptation of the
parameter identification algorithm. Ref. [28] has
improved the method reported in [27] by employing a
gain scheduled scheme. However, both of this technique
cannot be applied to the grid-connected mode [29].
In this paper, a novel technique for VSG control has
been proposed in order to eliminate the mutual influence
between active and reactive power. Thus, the dynamic and
stability of the active and reactive power loops well be
enhanced based on the injection of new control signals in
the active and reactive power loops in transit steady state to
reduce the effect of power coupling.
The decoupling signals are synthesized based on linear
model of system obtained by applying à small signal method.
Simulation results show a considerable improvement in the
reduction of the overshoot and setting time.
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proposed VSG decoupling control. The coupling effect
between active and reactive power is almost eliminated
without influencing the inertia support feature of VSG
control. Therefore, the oscillations and overshoots of active
and reactive power are reduced and the system recover the
steady state rapidly. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 presents the material and methods
including principle of virtual synchronous generator
principle, the small signal modelling of the VSG as well as
the proposed VSG control scheme. Section 3 presents the
simulations results and discussions. While Section 4 stated
the main conclusions of this work.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 CONVENTIONAL VSG CONTROL STRATEGY
Fig. 1 illustrated the DG topology using the traditional
VSG control technique.
From Fig. 1, we assume:
• To simplify the studies, the DC source is used instead of
distributed generation (DG);
• The three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) is
connected to the main grid at the point of common
coupling (PCC) through an LC filter where LF and CF
are filter inductance capacitor, respectively;
• ZL is the line impedance including the resistance and
inductance denoted RL and LL, respectively.
• vm and vg are the instantaneous voltage of the inverter
and the grid, respectively;
• vm and vg are the instantaneous voltage of the inverter
and the grid, respectively;
• δ is the electrical angle, which is the difference between
VSG voltage phase θm and grid voltage phase θg.

Fig. 1 – Topology and control structure of VSG.

In addition, robustness results realized using a line
parameters variation confirm the effectiveness of the

The active power Pout and reactive power Qout injected in
the grid are computed from vg and ig in αβ reference frame:
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(1)
Based on VSG control principle, the active power
controller of the VSI implements in real time the mechanical
dynamic model of the synchronous generator (SG) using the
following expression [30]:
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2.2 SMALL SIGNAL SYSTEM MODELLING
Considering the equivalent model of microgrid where two
nodes have line to line voltage Vm and Vg are interconnected
by a line impedance ZL. The output active and reactive power
injected in the grid could be expressed by [34]:

(2)

where J is the rotational inertia, D is the damping
coefficient, Pin is the input power, Pout is the electrical
output power, ωg is the grid angular velocity and 𝜔m is the
virtual rotor angular velocity.
The grid angular velocity ωg is detected at the PCC by
the phased looked loop PLL system, then the virtual rotor
speed ωm is calculated by solving the mechanical equation
(eq. 2). The virtual mechanical phase angle θm is produced
by the integration of ωm. To accomplish the active power
regulation, the input power Pin is generated by an outer
frequency droop regulator according to equation (eq. 3),
which simulates the governor of the conventional SG [31].
,

(3)

where Pref is the active power reference value, ω0 is the rated
angular velocity, Kp is the active droop coefficient.
Similarly, the reactive power control loop emulated the
conventional excitation circuit of a real SG. The control loop
includes a reactive power droop mechanism equation (eq. 4)
and a voltage regulator equation (eq. 5) [32]:
,

(4)
,

(5)

where Vg is the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the grid
voltages, V0 is the no-load voltage, Kq is the reactive droop
coefficient, ki and kp are the integral and proportional
coefficients of the voltage regulator and Qref is the reference
value of reactive power.
The active and reactive droop coefficient Kp and Kq are
fixed by the local grid standard [16, 33]. In this study, we use
a change of 100 % in active power corresponding to a
variation of 1 % of the grid frequency and a change of 100 %
in reactive power corresponding to a variation of 5 % of the
grid nominal voltage.
Finally, the amplitude voltage Vm and the virtual
mechanical phase angle θm are used for synthesizing the
references voltages (vma, vmb, vmc), which are the inputs of
voltages controllers. The voltage references can be written:

,

,

(7)

,

(8)

where δ is the load angle given by:
.

(9)

Normally, for a large synchronous generator coupled to
the grid through a high voltage line, the line impedance is
manly inductive, and the load angle is enough small; thus
the expressions of the active and reactive powers equations
eqs. (7) and (8) become:
,

(10)
.

(11)

Therefore, the active power is controlled by the angle δ
and the reactive power is regulated by changing in the
inverter output voltage Vm amplitude (see Fig. 1). However,
the above assumption is not correct for a low or medium
voltage line where the line impedance in these cases is not
dominantly inductive which makes active and reactive
powers as nonlinear functions. Additionally, they are not
independent, changes of Vm and δ affect both Pout and Qout
variations. This behaviour makes the control of active and
reactive powers more complicated.
In order to find out a linear relationship between control
variables (δ and Vm) and output power of DG system (Pout
and Qout), a small signal method is explored [35]. By
linearizing equations eqs. (7) and (8) around an equilibrium
point denoted by superscript "0", the small perturbations of
the active and reactive powers denoted by ΔPout, ΔQout
resulting from small variations of the input variables Δδ and
ΔVm, given by the following equations:
,

(12)

,

(13)

where:
,

(14)

,

(15)

,

(16)

(6)
.

The voltage controllers is introduced to track accurately the
voltage references. The outputs of the voltage controller are
fed into the PWM modulator to the drive the inverter signals.

(17)

P0, Q0 and Vm0 are the active power, the reactive power
and the inverter voltage at the equilibrium point,
respectively. Likewise, the deviations of the active and
reactive controllers’ equations (eqs. 2 to 5) become:
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(26)
(27)

, (18)
,

(19)

,

(20)
.

(21)

From equations eqs. (12) to (21), the linear model of
active and reactive powers loops of Fig. 1 can be derived as
illustrated in Fig. 2.
The inner voltages loop is considered as a follower in the
forward path of the power loop. The model inputs are the
micro-grid frequency and voltage amplitude deviations.

Comparing equations eqs (26) and (27) to equations eqs.
(24) and (25), A and B can be defined by:
,

(28)

,

(29)

Solving for λ and β, we obtain:

Fig. 2 – Small signal model of the active and reactive powers loops.

While the outputs of the system are the active and
reactive powers deviations injected by the DG system. The
microgrid frequency and voltage amplitude deviations could
be a result of a transit of the micro-grid load or a
connection- disconnection of other DG systems.
2.3 PROPOSED DECOUPLING VSG CONTROL
SCHEME
From Fig. 2, it is worth noting that the variation of the
reference active power/PCC frequency affect both voltage
and velocity of the inverter. In the same way, the variation
of the reactive power/PCC amplitude voltage affect both Vm
and δ. The active and reactive powers coupling could cause
the system stability problem. To enhanced transient
performance and stability of the system, the coupling
between active and reactive power loop should be reduced
as much as possible.
Based on equations eqs. (12) and (13), if the terms
and
in active and reactive power
expressions are forced to zero, the active and reactive
power deviation dynamics can be decoupled becoming
depending separately on voltage and load angle,
respectively. To this aim, two additional control signals
and
have been introduced as follows:
,

(22)

.
(23)
By substituting equations eqs. (22) and (23) in equations
eqs. (12) and (13), we have:
,
(24)
.
Setting the active and reactive power deviation as:

(25)

(30)

(31)
Here the issue now is the identification of the
coefficients λ and β to compute the decoupling control
signals λΔδ' and βΔVt'. It is noted that these coefficients are
expressed in terms of line impedance parameters (RL and XL)
and the steady-state values of P0 , Q0 and Vt0.
These steady-state values λ and β could be estimated by
an online recursive least square identification algorithm
[27]. However, using such estimator increase the
complexity of the control system. Moreover, the
performance of the controller depends on properties of the
speed of adaptation of identification algorithm. The steady
state values for a given operating point are calculated by
small signals quantities from instantaneous signals. The
small signal components, which represent fast transition
quantities of (ΔP, ΔQ and ΔVt), are obtained by passing the
corresponding signals through a high pass filter [28].
Nevertheless, the use of high filter introduces a phase error
which render the decoupling processes ineffective. In this
paper, the synthesis of the decoupling control signals have
been performed as follows:
• Detection of the transient steady state: in this step the
active or reactive power is sampling and compared for
two successive sampling instants; if the difference
exceeds certain threshold this means that a dynamic
steady state is observed. In this case, a flag S (S a logic
variable) is activated.
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• The steady-state values memorisation: Once the
dynamic steady state detected by the falling of the logic
signal S, the values of P0, Q0 , Vt0 and δ0 are memorized.
The difference between the instantaneous values (Δδ(t),
ΔVt(t)) and the memorised values (δ0, Vt0) allows us to
calculate the deviations signals Δδ and ΔVt'.
• Decoupling control signals calculation: the coefficients
λ and β are computed from the stead state values P0, Q0,
Vt0 by using equations eqs. (30) and (31). Fig. 3 shows the
block diagram control of the proposed control technique.
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control signals are zero in steady state.
Once the decoupling between active and reactive power loop
is fulfilled, the active and reactive power are controlled
independently. The linear model of active and reactive
power loops could be simplified as shown in Fig. 4.
The parameters determining the dynamic behaviour of
the active and reactive power loops are the rotational inertia
J, the damping coefficient D and the proportional-integral
coefficient of the voltage regulator kp and ki, respectively.
From Fig. 4.a, the transfer function from reference active
power to output active power is expressed by:

Fig. 3 – Control structure of the proposed VSG.

Fig. 4 – Small signal model of the VSG without coupling terms: a) active power loop, (b) reactive power loop.

The system transition, which could be for example
variation of active or reactive power reference or
connection/disconnection of a local load, is detected by
analyzing the active or reactive power evolution. Thus, the
active or reactive power is filtered and compared for two
successive sampling time; if the difference exceeds certain
threshold, the comparison result is one logic meaning that
the system is in transit steady state. The output of the
transition detector S serves as a trigger input to the holder
block; the output of the holder block is changed in the
falling of the trigger signal meaning that the steady-state
value is updated at the end of system transition. The steadystate values are used to compute the decoupling signal
coefficient λ and β based on equations eqs. (30), (31). The
control variables deviation Δθ and ΔV could simply
calculated as the difference of the steady-state and the
instantaneous values.
It should be noted that the proposed control strategy does
not change the system static characteristics (active and
reactive power droop mechanism) since the decoupling

,

(32)

where
.

(33)
.

(34)

Equation eq. (32) has the same form as the well-known
response of a typical 2nd order control system to a step input:
,

(35)

where ξ is the damping ratio and n is the undamped natural
pulsation of the system. The response performance of the
system can be changed by changing the damping ratio.
Indentifying n and ξ using eq. (32) and eq. (35), we have:
,

(36)
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.

(37)

It can be seen from equations (eqs. 36 and 37) that both
the damping ratio ξ and the undamped natural frequency n
are affected by D and J. So, the system response speed
cannot be adjusted freely without affecting the damping
characteristic.
The effect of the control parameters on the dynamic
performances and damping ratio of the active power loop
are analyzed in detail by [33] and [34]. In this work, the
control parameters have been adjusted by trial and error
procedure. The rise time and damping factor of the active
power loop are chosen as 0.2 s and 0.55 s, respectively;
while the proportional-integral coefficients of the reactive
power loop are selected to impose a setting time equal to
0.4 s.
The closed loop reactive power transfer function can be
derived from Fig. 4.b as follows:
,

6

line impedance in addition to the impedance of the interconnecting inductor of the voltage source inverter.
The efficiency of the proposed decoupling VSG control
strategy has been compared to the conventional VSG
control using different test scenarios as defined below:
• Test scenario 1: Dynamic performances
! case 1: active power analysis
! case 2: reactive power analysis
• Test scenario2: Robustness performances
! case 1: active power analysis
! case 2: reactive power analysis
3.1 TEST SCENARIO 1: DYNAMIC PERFORMANCES
In this test scenario we evaluate the dynamic
performances of the proposed VSG control to classical one
in case of active or reactive variation. Figure 6 shows the
pattern test for active power variations; while Fig. 7 shows
the pattern test for reactive power variations.

(38)

where
.

(39)
Fig. 6 – Active power variation used in test scenario1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The theoretical analysis presented in previous sections
has been verified using Matlab /Simulink environment
using the microgrid system presented in Fig 5.

Fig. 7 – Reactive power variation used in test scenario1.

Fig. 5 – The microgrid platform under simulation.

The voltage source inverter (VSI) is connected to the
main grid at the PCC through a mixed line impedance. A
resistive-inductive load is coupled to the PCC point, this load
is supplied by the VSI and the main grid. A conventional and
developed VSG approaches are applied on VSI. The key
parameters of the steady system are given in Table 1.
Table. 1
Parameters of the microgrid platform.
Parameters
Nominal utility line-line voltage (RMS) (V)
Nominal utility frequency (Hz)
Dc link voltage (V)
Inverter switching frequency (kHz)
Inverter output filter inductance (mH)
Inverter output filter capacitor (µF)
Inverter rated power (kW)
Line resistance (Ω)
Line inductance (mH)
Virtual inertia (kg.m2)
Damping coefficient
Active droop coefficient
Reactive droop coefficient

Values
220
50
600
4
5
40
10
0.641
0.32
0.5
10
7957
1250

The reactance and resistance R include the distribution

Fig. – 8 Transition signals.

From Fig. 8, the algorithm detects successfully the
transition of the active or reactive power. In addition, the
decoupling signal parameters are updated in the falling edge
of the trigger signal with corresponds to the end of the
system dynamic steady state as illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10.

Fig. 9 – Decoupling signal δ.

Fig. 10 – Decoupling signal β.
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3.1.1 ACTIVE POWER ANALYSIS
Figure 11 shows the corresponding active power using
both conventional and proposed VSG control; while Table 2
summarizes the main results of test scenario 1 regarding the
active power. From Table 2, it is undeniably clear that the
proposed VSG control performs better than the classical one
considering the variation of active power. The proposed VSG
control reduces the overshoot in case of active or reactive
power variations between 71.04 % and 83.76 % for the
variations due to active power changes and between 90.66 %
and 91.07 % for variations due to reactive power changes.
The setting time is between 27.57 % and 49.81 % for the
variations due to active power changes and between 90.66 %
and 91.07 % for variations due to reactive power changes.

Fig. 11 – Active power variations in case of test scenario 1.
Table 2
Main results of test scenario 1: active power.
Overshoot (W)
Setting time (s)
Conv. Prop.
Red.
Conv. Prop.
Red.
Active Power
VSG
VSG
Ratio
VSG
VSG
Ratio
(%)
(%)
A
379
61.55
83.76
1.554
0.780
49.81
Due to
B
1116
318
71.51
1.330
0.843
36.62
active
C
556
161
71.04
0.995
0.690
30.65
Power
E
1059
300
71.67
0.994
0.720
27.57
variation
G
1499
410
72.65
1.410
0.720
48.94
Due to
D
1109
99
91.07
0.990
0.440
55.56
reactive
F
2118
195
90.79
1.360
0.632
53.53
power
H
1949
182
90.66
1.420
0.570
59.86
variation

3.1.2 REACTIVE POWER ANALYSIS
Figure 12 shows the corresponding reactive power using
both conventional and proposed VSG control; while
Table 3 summarizes the main results of test scenario 1
regarding the reactive power.
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the same time, the proposed VSG control reduces the
setting time 38.54 % and 52.67 % for the variations due to
active power changes and between 60.69 % and 63.64 %
for variations due to reactive power changes.
Table. 3
Main results of test scenario 1: reactive power.
Overshoot (W)
Setting time (s)
Reactive
Conv.
Prop.
Red.
Conv.
Prop.
Red.
Power
VSG
VSG
(%)
VSG
VSG
(%)
1
379.00
61.55
83.76
1.554
0.780
49.81
Due to
2
371.10
60.89
83.59
1.431
0.730
48.99
an active
3
182.30
60.88
66.60
0.950
0.530
44.21
power
5
361.00
60.00
83.38
0.960
0.590
38.54
variation
7
547.00
90.00
83.55
1.310
0.620
52.67
Due to
4
224.00
1.00
99.55
0.990
0.360
63.64
reactive
6
428.00
3.00
99.30
1.340
0.510
61.94
power
8
422.50
3.50
99.17
1.450
0.570
60.69
variation

3.2 TEST SCENARIO 2: ROBUSTNESS TESTS
In test scenario 1, to compute the decoupling control
signals, the line impedance has been supposed to be known
with high precision. However. in practical applications the
line resistance and inductance drift from real values. To
investigate the influence of mismatched line impedance
(resistance and inductance variation) on the dynamic
performance and decoupling accuracy of the proposed
decoupling control scheme, several tests have been carried
out as defined below: i) variation of L +/–20 %; ii)
variation of R +/–20 %; and iii) variation of R +/–20 % and
L +/–20 %. In each case, we analyze the active and reactive
power dynamics regarding overshoot and setting time.
3.2.1 ACTIVE POWER ANALYSIS
Table 4 summarizes the results regarding active power
variation related to line parameters changes.
Table 4
Active power variations related to line parameters changes. (Conv. VSG:
1372 W; 0.991 s)
Active power
Overshoot
Setting time
ΔR
ΔL
OS(W)
RR (%)
ST(s)
RR (%)
0
0
323
76.46
0.469
52.67
0
20
379
72.38
0.637
35.72
0
-20
257
81.27
0.637
35.72
20
0
265
80.69
0.626
36.83
-20
0
395
71.21
0.626
36.83
20
20
319
76.75
0.469
52.67
20
-20
203
85.20
0.592
40.26
-20
20
454
66.91
0.592
40.26
-20
-20
326
76.24
0.469
52.67

3.2.2 REACTIVE POWER ANALYSIS
Table 5 summarizes the results regarding reactive
power variation related to line parameters changes.

Fig. 12 – Reactive power variations in case of test scenario 1.

From Table 3, we can see clearly that the proposed VSG
control outperforms the classical one regarding the
variation of reactive power. The proposed VSG control
reduces the overshoot in case of active or reactive power
variation between 66.60 % and 83.76 % for the variations
due to active power changes and between 99.17 % and
99.55 % for variations due to reactive power changes. In

Table 5
Reactive power variations related to line parameters changes. (Conv. VSG:
466 W; 1.303 s)
Reactive power
Overshoot
Setting time
ΔR
ΔL
OS(W)
RR (%)
ST(s)
RR (%)
0
0
11
97.64
0.443
66.00
0
20
48
89.70
0.549
57.87
0
-20
40
91.42
0.549
57.87
20
0
38
91.85
0.552
57.64
-20
0
46
90.13
0.552
57.64
20
20
12
97.42
0.443
66.00
20
-20
81
82.62
0.541
58.48
-20
20
84
81.97
0.541
58.48
-20
-20
10
97.85
0.443
66.00
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From Table 5, as for the active power, even the
variation of line parameters (R and L) between +20% and
–20% the reactive power overshoot using the proposed
VSG control is reduced between 81.97 % and 97.85 %;
while the reactive power setting time using the proposed
VSG control is reduced between 54.67 % and 66.00 %.
3.3 DISCUSSION
Obtained results prove the superiority of dynamic
performance of the proposed approach in all considered cases
regarding active or reactive power increase or decrease. Thanks
to the decoupling between active and reactive power control
loops, the stability and tracking performance of the active and
reactive power regulation are improved. Thus, a huge
improvement in the reduction of the overshoot (between
71.04 % and 91.07 % for the active power and between 66.60 %
and 99.55 % for the reactive power). The setting time has been
reduced significantly (between 27.57 % and 59.86 % for the
active power and between 38.54 % and 63.64 %). In addition,
robustness results realized using a line parameters variation
between –20 % and +20 % prove definitely the effectiveness of
the proposed VSG decoupling control. Even with line
parameters variations the overshoot reduction is between
71.20 % and 85.20 % for the active power and between 81.97 %
and 97.85 %; while the setting time reduction is between
35.72 % and 52.67 % for the active power and between 57.64 %
and 66.00 % for the reactive power. By using the proposed
algorithm, it is incontestably apparent that the active and reactive
powers react with excellent dynamic as consequence of low
interaction between active and reactive powers.
4. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the development of a new VSG
control strategy applied to DG unit to improve the stability
and dynamic performance of the conventional VSG. the
proposed control technique consists in decoupling between
the active and reactive powers loops based on small signal
analysis of active and reactive powers expressions leading to
the separation of the active and reactive power loops. The
proposed VSG control has been implemented and compared
to the basic VSG scheme using Matlab/Simulink
environment. Simulation results show a significant
improvement in term of the overshoot and setting time
reduction. Moreover, robustness tests realized using a line
parameters deviation confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed VSG decoupling control. The coupling effect
between active and reactive power is almost eliminated
without influencing the inertia support feature of VSG
control. Therefore, the oscillations and overshoots of active
and reactive power are considerably reduced, and the system
stability recovered.
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